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### Title: Francisco vs. Gonzalez

### Facts:
The core of this dispute involves the ownership and rightful possession of a property in
Ayala Alabang, Muntinlupa City, following a convoluted series of legal actions spanning
various courts. Cleodia U. Francisco and Ceamantha U. Francisco, represented by their
grandmother Dr. Maida G. Uriarte, were embroiled in a legal battle against Spouses Jorge
C. Gonzales and Purificacion W. Gonzales. The property in question was initially part of a
compromise  agreement  related  to  the  annulment  proceedings  between  the  children’s
parents, which stipulated the transfer of said property to them upon reaching legal age,
with certain conditions related to their parents’ rights.

In a separate legal action, the Gonzaleses sought and obtained a favorable judgment for
unlawful  detainer  against  Michele  Uriarte  Francisco  and  George  Zoltan  Matrai  for  a
property  also  in  Ayala  Alabang Village.  They secured orders  for  the  execution of  this
judgment, erroneously targeting the property pledged to the Francisco children, leading to
its levy and auction sale. Despite attempts to halt the sale and contest the auction through
various motions and petitions up to the Court of Appeals (CA), these were unsuccessful,
prompting a petition to the Supreme Court for review.

### Issues:
1. Whether the property could legally be levied and auctioned to satisfy a judgment debt not
attributable  to  its  registered  owners,  Cleodualdo  A.  Francisco  and  Michele  Uriarte
Francisco, but rather to Michele Uriarte Francisco and George Zoltan Matrai.
2. Whether the CA erred in affirming the RTC’s decision to proceed with the execution sale
despite evidence that the property was intended for the Francisco children, per a previously
executed compromise agreement in a separate annulment case.
3. Whether the obligations of Michele in the detainer case were personal and not reflective
of conjugal debt, hence not chargeable to the contested property.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court ruled in favor of the petitioners, setting aside the decisions of the lower
courts. It held that the RTC and CA grievously erred in allowing the execution sale of the
property for Michele’s personal obligations, which were not proven to benefit the conjugal
partnership. The Court emphasized that a property registered in the name of one spouse
cannot be held answerable for the personal liabilities of the other without clear proof that
such liabilities redounded to the benefit of the family. The Supreme Court permanently
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halted the execution, levy, and proposed sale of the property, recognizing the rights of the
minors as vested by the compromise agreement in the annulment case.

### Doctrine:
1. **Doctrine of Conjugal Partnership**: The obligations chargeable to conjugal properties
must be shown to benefit the conjugal partnership, absent which personal liabilities of one
spouse cannot affect conjugal assets.
2. **Protection of Minor’s Property Rights**: Legal mechanisms and intentions to protect
minors’  property rights must be respected and cannot be bypassed by erroneous legal
executions.
3. **Sheriff’s Authority in Execution Sales**: A sheriff’s authority in executing levies and
sales is limited to properties indisputably linked to the judgment debtor and does not extend
to properties held or beneficially owned by third parties not party to the case.

### Class Notes:
– **Conjugal Partnership of Gains** requires that debts incurred by either spouse that
benefit the conjugal partnership may be charged against conjugal properties. This case
illustrates the importance of establishing such benefit before subjecting conjugal property
to execution for personal debts.
– **Property Rights of Minors** can be protected through legal arrangements, such as
compromise  agreements,  which  should  not  be  easily  overridden  by  subsequent  legal
disputes involving one parent.
– **Execution of Judgments**: Only properties of the judgment debtor, which are not exempt
by law, can be levied upon or sold in execution. Properties that belong to third parties or are
intended for the benefit of others (such as minors, in this case) are not subject to such
execution unless legally proven to be owned by the debtor.

### Historical Background:
This case underscores the intersection of civil law – particularly the nuances of property
ownership and obligations within marriage and family law – with the procedural aspects of
executing judgments. It reflects the Philippine legal system’s approach to protecting the
property rights of minors and ensuring that the execution of judgments does not unjustly
infringe on third parties’ rights.


